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DRINK-MAN
Classic       

the mobile dispensing system for carbonated and flat beverages

 technical data‘s:

 Carrying device: X1-system is the name for Tatonka&rsquo;s new High End-
carrying device  - specialised for high performance backpack.
The X1-system was especially developed for heavy loads in the 
military.  The X1-system means a high level of wearing comfort 
at all times. The ergonomically shaped, X-curved aluminium-pro-
files transmit (a) parts of the load to the extra padded hip strap. 
Result: Well-balanced distribution of the load for a high level car-
rying comfort. 7 height adjustments, 2 distant straps and direct 
adjustments for shoulders and hips ensure perfect fitting against 
the body.

 Quick change: .. was obvious, but is completely new
First of all, the X1-carrying device is adjusted exactly to the per-
son wearing it. Then put the adequate system into the click-on-
frame, let the security lock snap in &ndash; ready! Back at the 
service station, the empty device is exchanged against a full one
or the tank only, or a change of Vario3 to Classic, or...  Fits for 
Version Classic and Vario3. Quick-Change saves you valuable 
time when filling up your mobile unit. The carrying device stays 
on the runner - it‘s not necessary to remove it, put it on and ad-
just it again. Therefore you are quicker and longer there, where 
you want to be - with the customer. Of course, Quick Change 
helps you with the cleaning of the device parts. Just separate the 
carrying device from the system and clean it!

 Corpus: The corpus of EPP RG60 combines lightweight with ideal insu-
lating characteristics. Looks like polystyrene, but is foamed poly-
propylen which is almost unbreakable and resistant to abrasion.

If hot or cold, carbonized or flat, the DRINK-MAN serves

- beer and wine

- softdrinks

- coffee and other warm drinks

- fruit juices

- water

- many more

directly at your customer at the point of sales. The DRINK-MAN can do even 
more: He can be filled by yourself, used with the barrel of any brewery, operated 
with CO² or compressed air, is easily cleaned and can be individually branded.
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 Tanks: If big or small - almost everything fits in here.
Up to diameters of 240mm, from 9 to 20 Ltr.

- 9 Ltr. AFG-keg in the CC or NC version
- 11 Ltr. AFG-keg in the CC or NC version
- 10 Ltr. KEG with your requested fitting
- 18 Ltr. AFG in both versions (after removing the 
   distance corpus)
- 20 Ltr. Small keg (after removing the distance corpus)

Ready delivered by your beverage supplier or filled by 
yourself.

Pressure reducer + 
 CO²-bottle:

The new Co²- bottle in aluminium construction saves 
weight and contain 425g CO² which is enough for up to 
80 litres beverage. Economical, quick, lightweight and 
worldwide available. 
We are very proud of our stainless steel gas regulator:
In smallest size it combines the known patented security 
system with robust mechanics. Exact adjustment of Co²-
supply. Twist off from bottle without any tools. 
Compatible with most of the CO²-bottles from soda 
makers. 

 Zapfhahn: The ergonomic formed tap was developed especialy for 
carbonized beverages. Beer, softdrinks etc. can be dis-
pensed easily. The flow is adjustable. 

 Cup dispenser: The cup-dispenser is integrated in the system, takes all 
common cups - separated through the approved rubber 
lip system. 

 Space for
advertisement:

The practical foil pocket makes a quick exchange of the 
advertising message easier and transports the product 
information directly to the target group. 
W 65 x H 55 cm


